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Stage 1: Active Start 
U4 - U6 Female and Male
"First Kicks"

Soccer contributes to the well-being of children by engaging them in the sport while teaching them basic movements. 

Where:         Home, daycare, schools, clubs, community, parks and recreation centres.
Why:             Provide early opportunity for children to learn basic soccer elements.
Who:             Technical leaders, parent coaches, parents, educators, caregivers.
Coaching:    Training in Physical Literacy (CSA Program).

Physical       Provide the environment for learning proper fundamental movement skills such as running, jumping, 

Technical    The player and the ball; Running with the ball, dribbling, controlling, kicking, and shooting. 
Tactical        None. 
Mental          Fun, fascination, and passion for play.

Game Structure:
No competitive games - adult and child play together informally.
Recommended training times:
30 to 45 minutes
Season Length:
4 to 16 weeks Winter/Spring/Summer, indoor and/or outddor.

At this introductory level, the objective is to get moving and to keep active.

twisting, kicking and catching.

Recommendations:
- Player success is encouraged. While the adult should challenge the child player, they 

- Adult discontiues play when the child has lost interest.
should allow the child to "score" goals and "beat" the adult opponent.

Other SportsOther Sports
& Activities& Activities

Surrey Football Club
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Focus:                    Physical Literacy 
Activity Name:      Follow the leader 

Introduction
Each child partners with his/her parent and finds space inside the
playing area not too close to other pairs. As well as being purposeful,
each exercise described should be treated as fun/inventive by the child
and parent together. Jogging forward - child follows parent - parent
weaves around the area. As the coach shouts change, they quickly
switch roles.

Variations
As above but skipping, hopping (one-foot), bunny hopping
( two-foot) giant steps, walking backwards
 
Coach calls out commands, touch the ground with a hand, sit down,
stand up, dive and roll on the ground etc. EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Physical Literacy 
Activity Name:      Relay Games 

Introduction
Divide your players into three teams. Players on coaches command run
around tile flag and high five their teammates on their return. Once a
teammate is touched, the next player can go.
Players can then repeat using different actions, hopping one leg, bunny
hops, etc.

Variations
1.   Easier (U4) - Players can run around their flag With parents holding
hands.
2. Harder (U6)- The coach can make the game into a little race. Placing
emphasis on completion of exercise and not winners.

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:      Making friends with the ball 

Organization
Players partner with their parents and find space in the area. The game
starts with parents rolling the ball back and forth with the children.
Parents and children take turns tossing and catching the ball back and
forth to one another. Parents then hold the ball out (quite low to start)
and drop it, letting the child control it with the bottom of the foot. Have
the child shout "Ole!' when successful in controlling the ball.  Parents can
play a pass 5-6 yards away and have the child run, get the ball, and bring
it back. Parent send with legs shoulder-width apart, and child kicks the
ball between their legs - a child then dives on the ball on the other side.
Repeat with child retrieving the ball with feet. Switch role in having the
child play a pass, and the parent retrieving the ball. Have parents set up a
small net with cones and have them act as passive goalkeepers, with the
child taking shots on them to score.

Alternatives
Harder - Instead of parents, perform in partners. Increase distances and
add Competition between partners

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                   Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:     Nuts and Squirrels

Organization
Teams are divided into 4 groups - each group is given a different
coloured pinni. All the balls are positioned in the middle square. On
coaches, command 1 player from each group collects a ball (nut) from
the middle. The player dribbles the ball back to their triangle (tree) - the
next player can go when the ball is stopped in the triangle when the
coach stops the game, the team with the most balls (nuts) in their
triangle wins the game.

Alternatives
Easier - Instead of dribbling, players use hands.
Harder - One player from each group is allowed to steal a ball from the
other team's triangle. EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Small-sided Game
Activity Name:     Chain Soccer

Organization
Set up a small grid, depending on the number of players. Separate
players/parents into 2 teams, as shown below. Number players 1,2,3,4,5
etc. Call out a number. That numbered player/parent combo from each
team enters into the field to challenge for the ball. Players try to score on
the opposing side while defending their own side. Parents and players
not called can act as goalies on their side.

Alternatives
Harder(U6) - No parents. Ask children to link arms and
work together to stop goals.
Harder (U6) - Increase the# of players called Into the grid to 2 or 3.

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Physical Literacy 
Activity Name:     Freeze Tag

Introduction
Set up a 20m x 20m grid. Players travel around the grid with a ball.
Coach/parent tries to tag the players. When a player is tagged, he/she
must stand still With legs, shoulder Width apart and pick up the ball.
Players are unfrozen when a teammate can dribble a ball through their
legs.

Variation
Easier (U4): Start with no balls, players hold hands out to the side -
player freed by going under an arm - progress to under legs
Harder (U6): Have players replace coach(es) as taggers.
Harder (U6): Players must perform 2 juggles to unfreeze.

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                   Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:     Indy 500

Organizations
Players start from "Pit row" with parents. A player starts by exiting the
pits and dribbling the tile ball clockwise around the track, following their
parent. If the ball exits the track, they must make 3
toe taps on the ball to restart the engine. Parent and
player can switch roles with the child following parents. Encourage
players to make ·v room!Vroom!" car sounds while driving!

Alternatives
Easier - run the track first with no balls.
Easier - layers cany ball In hands and run around the track
Harder - Have players drive the truck on their own. 
Harder - Switch directions and have drivers go counter-clockwise.
Harder - Change direction before completing a circuit on coaches'
command.

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Small-sided Game
Activity Name:     Numbers Games - 2 Goals 

Organizations
Set up a small grid, depending on the number of players. Separate
players into 2 teams, as shown below. Number players 1,2,3,4,5 etc. Call
out a number. That numbered player on each learn must race around the
cones into the field where a ball is placed. Players must attempt to score
on their opponent's goal while defending their own. Encourage
celebrations after a goal!

Alternatives
Easier: have them just run it as a race with a ball in their hand and have
them throw the ball in the goal.
Easier (U4): Put two balls so each can score goals. 
Harder (U6): Increase the number of players to 2 or 3 to encourage
teamwork (grid size may need to increase to accommodate this).

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                   Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:     Red light / Green light 

Organizations
Players move around the grid dribbling the ball - when
the coach shouts red light, players stop. Greenlight players go. Go
speeding - players go faster. Crash - players dive on their ball, 
The coach can be creative.

Alternatives
Easier - Players play without a ball

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                   Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:     Enchanted Forest

Organizations
Set up a 20m x 20m grid. Scatter cones around the grid as "spooky
trees." Other obstacles such as rings, hurdles or larger cones can be
used as different challenges. Start by having the parent lead 
the player with a ball through the forest, avoiding the spooky trees.
Players can pick up the ball and toss it over the taller
spooky trees.

Alternatives
Easier - First, explore the forest with no balls. 
Harder - Have players travel from one end of the forest on their own to
rescue mom or dad, who are stuck on the other side.
Harder - Have parent chase children through the forest. Switch roles. EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                    Physical Literacy 
Activity Name:     Donkey Tails

Introduction
Half the players are given a pinni to tuck into the back of their shorts as a
tail. Coach shouts, "Go!" players Without a tail attempt to grab a tail from
the players With one. Once players get a tail, they must now avoid having
it taken.

Variations
Easier (U4): Partner player with his/her parent and make it a 1 on 1
challenge with mom/dad!!

EmphasisEmphasis
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Focus:                   Ball Literacy 
Activity Name:     Shark Attack

Organization
Players (Fishes) start on one end of the grid with a ball each.
Coach/parents are the Sharks without a ball. The objective is for players
to dribble from the coral reef into the open ocean using different parts of
the foot. When the coach shouts shark attack - parents and coach try
and steel the players' ball. The player has to turn and get back to the
safety of the coral reef. When the player loses their ball, they join their
parents as sharks.

Alternatives
Easier - Divide the team into two and let a parent and
players play sharks.
Harder - Divide players into two teams and let the two teams have a turn
at being a shark and dribbling fish.

EmphasisEmphasis
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